Unisite Takes on Lions Park
Unisite has recently worked with Banana Shire Council in Queensland to implement customised bench seating
and outdoor park furniture at its local Lions Park.

Unisite, manufacturers of exceptionally stylish and functional outdoor park furniture and facilities has recently worked with Banana Shire Council in
Queensland to implement customised bench seating and outdoor park furniture at its local Lions Park.
Lions Park visitors can now enjoy customised and stylish park bench seating to get a well-earned rest or enjoy the natural surroundings.
Unisite’s task for this project includes providing a furniture solution that could handle high traffic and usage from the park’s large volume of visitors,
withstand the sometimes harsh Central Queensland climate, and also be anti-graffiti and vermin resistant. At the same time, the park’s bench seating
had to be low maintenance, pleasing to the eye, and fit in with the Lions Park surroundings.
Unisite’s solution was fully customised bench seating the company’s award-winning TimberImage.
TimberImage’s wood-look process provides the beauty and warmth of timber with the durability and ease of aluminium. The benefits of the finish
include: being more durable than composites, termite and insect proof, easy to clean and resilient to warping, rotting and cracking.
These precision cut lengths were fitted around a 5m diameter round seating enclosure. This was complemented by 240 litre bin enclosures.

The Banana Shire Council commended the work: Unisite has consistently proven themselves with their products, service, guarantee, and knowledge
of local government requirements, to ensure that the most suitable and effective products were used.”
Unisite’s full and flexible range includes seating, tables, barbeques, drinking fountains, shelters, bike racks, lighting, grandstands, outdoor classrooms
and fitness systems. Its outdoor park furniture expertise also extends to cafés, restaurants and conference seating.

Every one of its products is designed and manufactured to exact quality and safety standards, using the best materials and treatments. Its focus is on
achieving extraordinary performance, comfort and durability, with minimal upkeep and great looks to match.
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